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INTRODUCTION 
The following literature courses are available: 
Thematic Literature 1200 
Literary Heritage 2201 
Canadian Literature 2204 
Thematic Literature 3201 
Literary Heritage 3202 
Folk Literature 3203 
Each course is a two-credit course and requires 110 - 120 hours of instruction a year. 
Students can meet the minimum graduation requirements by taking literature courses during any 
two of the three years. 
I 
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
A. Definition of Terms 
Folk literature is traditional, orally composed and orally transmitted literature. Its study 
contributes to an understanding of literary history, oral and written literary techniques, and local, 
regional, and international cultural traditions. Folk literature will be studied through four of its 
major categories: folk narrative, folk song, folk drama, and folk say. Since these terms may be 
unfamiliar or carry particular meanings in the study of folk or oral literature, definitions are 
offered below. 
1. Folk Narrative includes folktales, myths, legends and their various sub-categories: 
anecdote, joke, stories of personal experience, epic, and saga. Folktales are intended 
primarily for entertainment and are not considered true by tellers or their audiences. 
Myths are sacred stories; they explain the origins of the world and its cultures. Legends 
are stories handed down from the past, not documented but popularly believed to be 
true. The themes of all three genres are part of a worldwide body of traditional ideas. 
2. Folk Song refers to songs which have found acceptance among the people. They may 
undergo variation as they pass between singers and communities and are adapted to 
local tastes and understandings. Their original composers may or may not be known. 
They range from purely lyrical pieces to narrative ballads. Orally recited verse can also 
be considered part of the field of folksong. 
3. Folk Drama is the enactment of certain traditional, often orally transmitted plays. 
Their interest lies less in their often stereotypical texts than in the vigour of 
improvisation and local adaptation shown in their performance, which is usually in the 
context of seasonal, and sometimes religious, celebrations. 
4. Folk Speech encompasses a variety of language play, for example, riddles, proverbs, 
and rhymes. These speech forms draw on a traditional stock of metaphor and simile 
and their study reveals the fundamentals of poetic and expressive use of language. 
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B. Major Purposes 
Folk Literature 3203 teaches an appreciation of orally composed and performed literature 
both for its own merits and as a foundation for the study of the written literature which has 
developed from it. The oral tradition is an important sphere of intellectual and aesthetic activity. 
The scope of the course is international, but the course draws extensively upon the rich heritage 
of oral culture in Newfoundland and Labrador. · 
C. How Course Relates to Broad Educational Objectives 
Folk Literature 3203 contributes to important educational intentions which are not the sole 
responsibility of any one course or subject. The course promotes a form of learning that is 
holistic. It stretches across the total curriculum in the development of awareness, skills, concepts, 
and values relevant to participation in the human community. 
1. Emotional Maturity 
Folk literature speaks to all aspects of the human condition. Its themes, having been 
developed to entertain adults and children, commoners and kings, can be appreciated 
at many levels of understanding. Students will be challenged to respond imaginatively 
and emotionally to a wide range of characters, situations, and themes. 
2. Use of Leisure Time and Career Guidance 
The student can become involved in the recording of local community traditions. The 
course seeks to develop an enhanced sense of the value of the knowledge held by older 
community members and a fresh awareness of the local environment and culture. It 
encourages students to form opinions of the worth and potential of local occupations; 
also, it may lead them towards further studies in folklore, history, and literature. 
3. Appreciation for the Work of Others 
The study of folklore develops the understanding that the field of creative literary 
achievement is not limited to a highly educated elite and that many apparently 
"ordinary" people display artistry in storytelling, song, drama, and language. An 
awareness that their performances are part of a tradition of oral literature can develop 
deeper respect and appreciation for their skills. 
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4. Fundamental Skills 
The study of folk literature develops all of the standard literary skills. Comparative 
analysis of song and story texts, for example, demands attentive reading, discernment 
of salient characteristics, and clear expository writing. Oral performance requires 
students to develop language and listening skills and visual awareness to appreciate the 
nuances of a storyteller's or singer's performance. 
5. Christian Principles and Moral Values 
There are few bodies of literature that are more inherently moral than folk literature. 
Ballads, tales, and legends revolve around ethical issues; proverbs preserve community 
wisdom on the whole scope of human problems. Also, Folk Literature 3203, as a 
comparative course, allows for discussion of value systems in other cultures. 
6. Intellectual Maturity and Critical Thinking 
An increased awareness of the degree to which our thoughts and behaviour are 
influenced by folk tradition is important in developing self-knowledge. Critical thinking 
is enhanced by exposure to the difference between the spurious and the authentic in 
works that are purported to represent folk tradition. 
7. Cultural Heritage 
Folk literature is a fundamental element in the cultural heritage of any group of people 
in any region of the world. Newfoundland is fortunate in having maintained, far longer 
than many other regions, some of the older patterns of folk culture. That these 
traditions should be a matter of interest and satisfaction rather than embarrassment is 
only belatedly being recognized. This course contributes to an enhanced sense of 
individual, local, and national identity balanced by the course's international, 
comparative perspective. 
8. Democratic Principles, Privileges, and Responsibilities 
Folk literature is typically performed in the context of small social groups; performers 
and audiences are aware, consciously and unconsciously, of their reciprocal 
responsibilities. Students will inevitably become more conscious of social interaction 
skills, individual rights, and the value of co-operation. 
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9. Special Skills 
Depending on the availability of equipment, the student may develop expertise in sound 
and visual recording of folk literature in performance as well as in standard techniques 
of reporting and analyzing. Comparative and historical assignments will introduce 
students to the use of libraries and archives. There may also be opportunities for the 
performance of folk literature and the organization of community concerts. 
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COURSE OBJECTIVES 
1. To introduce students to a part of the world's great literary heritage through a fascinating and 
enjoyable body of &tory, song, drama, and speech play which is of regional, national, and 
international dimensions, and, simultaneously, of historical and contemporary significance. 
2. To show students that folk literature is an important element necessary to understanding the 
many allusions and references they will encounter in written literature and in life, and to help 
students understand that many modern writers write out of their own folk cultural 
background. 
3. To help students recognize that folk literature expresses the yearnings, fears, hopes, and 
dreams that are an integral part of human nature. To have students see how a theme may 
be developed over and over again by each new generation. 
4. To help students develop self-knowledge through bringing to the level of conscious 
awareness and personhood some of those aspects of thought, behaviour, and aesthetic 
principles that are normally taken for granted. 
5. To have students become aware of some of the social uses of folk literature, and to 
understand how story, song, recitation, and folk say record a way of life. 
6. To help students develop some concept of the geographic and cultural diversity of folk 
literature and of how this literature passes through time and space. 
7. To introduce students to the delights of folk literature in performance through the use of 
tapes, records, and performers (singers, storytellers, actors). To have students evaluate the 
' 
effectiveness of the performances. 
8. To teach critical and appreciative listening by having students listen more intently to 
everyday conversation, noting various kinds of folk say and how they affect the audience, 
and by becoming more aware of the kinds of things people like to talk about and tell stories 
about. 
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9. To develop the discipline and methodology required for independent study, field work, 
interviewing, comparative study, and primary research. 
10. To promote interest in students' ethnic and community background, encouraging students to 
investigate them for folktales and legends, folk ballads, folk say, and folk drama. 
11. To have students realize that the making of folk literature is going on all the time and that 
many of their parents and grandparents have contributed to it. To help students appreciate 
how each passing generation shapes and moulds this body of literature to its own needs and 
designs. 
12. To have students see the connections between older forms of oral literature and contemporary 
culture and popular culture. 
13. To provide students with an insight into the effective use of the following literary techniques 
in folk literature: 
plot 
setting and atmosphere 
theme and motif 
characterization 
figurative and metaphorical language 
formulaic expressions and patterns 
narrator mannerisms and narrative structures 
role of audience 
use of the supernatural 
local, colour, dialect, epithets, and descriptive terms 
stylistic features 
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COURSE CONTENT 
Folk literature is studied under the usual genre divisions applied to all literature: narrative, 
poetry, drama. As well, there is a genre peculiar to folk literature called "folk say" which 
includes short prose, rhymes, riddles, proverbs, and folk metaphor . 
Schematically, the genre are as follows: 
Folk Narrative Folk Song 
Folk Tales Lyric Songs 
Myths Descriptive Songs 
Legends Ballads 
Personal Experience Narratives Classical 
Epic (Beowulf) Broadside 
Recitations and Monologues Modern 
Folk Speech Folk Drama 
Proverbs Hero Combat Plays 
Rhymes Traditional Festivals 
Riddles Celebrations 
Names 
Sayings and Expressions 
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The text, Folk Literature: Voices through Time, provides for the greater part of the course. I 
The story of "Beowulf' should also be read and discussed both in terms of its themes and its 
features as exemplary oral literature. 
A minimum of five significant pieces of writing is required. This writing is in addition to 
the writing involved in the regular answering of short literature questions and in unit or term 
tests. This writing could be of various types, such as reports on collecting projects and reports 
on performances by singers or storytellers; comparisons of differing versions of tales or songs; 
reports on types within one genre - different kinds of tales or songs; reports on themes running 
through the various genres, such as the triumph of good, fidelity and innocence, wisdom and 
folly; characterization, imagery. Three of the significant writing assignments should concern 
topics peculiar to folk literature, while the other two could relate to such conventional literary 
topics as characterization, imagery, and theme. 
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Folk Literature 3203 also has a major field work component requiring student research and/or 
collecting and the subsequent preparation of a fieldwork-based paper. 
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COURSE MATERIALS 
Authorized Resources 
Butt, Bill (with Buchan, Goldstein, Small, Thomas, Widdowson) Folk Literature: Voices 
through Time, St. John's, Breakwater, 1993. 
Clarkson, Atelia and G.B. Cross, World Folktales: A Scribner Resource Collection, New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1980. (a set of five copies per class) 
Teacher Reference 
Fowke, Edith, Folklore of Canada, Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1976. 
Friedman, Albert B., editor, The Viking Book of Folk Ballads of the English-Speaking World, The 
Viking Press, Inc., 1956. 
Nye, Robert, Beowulf: A New Telling, New York: Dell, 1968. 
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PHILOSOPHY OF INSTRUCTION 
Folk literature is part of everyone's life. People are members of folk groups whether they 
are urban or rural dwellers, young or old. This course will make students aware of the existence 
of literature in many forms among the "ordinary" members of society and help them to develop 
an appreciation of the traditions communicated by folk literature. An awareness of the power 
of folk literature to shape the society and the person should generate respect for the tradition 
bearers. 
The following points should be considered in instructional approaches to this course: 
1. Folk literature cannot be confined to the classroom or the library. Basic instruction in 
characteristics of literary types, initial acquaintance with samples of the type, study of the 
special vocabulary used by folklorists, and techniques of collecting, classifying, and 
analyzing will be presented by the teacher; instruction must then move from the classroom 
to the library and to the community. 
2. Because of its oral origins, most folk literature exists in variant forms. Students will become 
aware of this through classroom instruction, and should be encouraged to research variant 
forms of ballads, tales, and plays. 
3. Folk literature originates among the folk in the community. Students should go to the 
community to listen, observe, interview, and record. These activities must be followed by 
the reporting of performances and transmission of the material collected. 
4. Folk literature study places emphasis not only on the observing of performance by singers 
and tellers of tales, but also on learning the techniques which make the performances 
effective. An appreciation of the performance aspect of folk literature should be developed 
through student presentation of songs, dramas, and narratives. Here there is room for 
correlation with courses in music and theatre arts. 
5. Folk literature is international as well as intensely local. Although the Newfoundland and 
Labrador setting provides an excellent laboratory for student research, it should always be 
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made clear that folk literature is similar all over the world. Classroom instruction in each 
genre should highlight this fact by ensuring that examples of each genre from several nations 
are studied. 
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EVALUATION 
Evaluation should relate to learning objectives and to teaching emphasis and should indicate 
student achievement and program effectiveness. 
The development of a positive student attitude and response toward folk literature is a central I aim. This aim requires that students actively engage in listening, speaking, viewing, acting, 
reading, writing, collecting, interviewing, and analyzing. The following activities are useful: 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
dramatizing scenes from plays, narratives, and songs 
reciting stories, monologues, and recitations 
reading extensively outside of class 
participating in small group discussions 
compiling personal anthologies 
creative writing of narratives and songs 
engaging in major research projects 
interviewing 
listening to oral readings 
Assessment strategies for these activities may include some simple evaluation instruments 
such as checklists, inventories, questionnaires, and rating scales. However, what is important is 
that both teachers and students understand both the criteria and the methods used to evaluate 
student activities. In many cases, students can help in constructing assessment strategies. 
Evaluation can also include the use of standard questions on plot, theme, character, setting, 
narrative structures, and the ways figurative expressions, metaphorical language, formulaic 
expressions and patterns, audience, characters, and the ideas they embody work together to 
produce emotional effects and convey meaning. Questions on such points can apply to works 
studied and to unseen passages. 
Students should be able to note the characteristics of each genre and how they are developed 
and be able to complete a narrative structure or pattern incorporating some of the its more 
predictable aspects. 
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Teachers are reminded that students taking this course are subject to a written public 
examination administered by the Department of Education. The Senior High School 
Certification Handbook is published annually, and teachers should consult it for a general 
description of the examination and for procedural and scheduling details. 
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